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SAMUEL BALDWIN to ELIZABETH REVIS 15 Jan 1783. Bsdm Samuel Baldwin.
BENJAMIN HILL to MARY WOOTEN 28 Nov 1787. Bsdm John Green.
ELISHA BROWN to ANN BULLOCK 9 Oct 1783. Bsdm Elisha Brown and
Nicholas Thompson.
WILLIAM BRIDGERS to ELIZABETH SMITH 21 Dec 1785. Bsdm William
Bridgers.
NATHANIEL GULLEY to TEMPORAM THOMAS 30 Nov 1780. Bsdm Nathaniel
Gulley, Robin Gulley and George Warren.
SOLOMON GALES to MIRIAM FERRELL 7 Mar 1787. Bsdm Solomon Gales and
John Turner.
JAMES BACKHAM to SARAH ROGERS 3 Jan 1780. Bsdm James Backham and
Green Rogers.
EZEKIEL BELLINGTON to ELIZABETH PENNY 8 Nov 1784. Bsdm Ezekiel
Bellington and Edward Penny.
JAMES BRANNON to ROSE MARTIN 27 Jan 1783. Bsdm James Brannon and
William Green.
WILLIAM DURHAM to ANN NICHOLS 5 May 1780. Bsdm William Durham and
Britain Smith.
GREEN ROGERS to TABITHA MARCH 16 Jan 1786. Bsdm Green Rogers and
James Barrison.
WILLIAM RAINWATER to MEDLEY RIVES 16 Nov 1787. Bsdm Samuel Baldwin.
HENRY BLURTON to EDITH AVERET 5 Jan 1785. Bsdm Henry Blurton and
Zadoc Stallings.
LUCIUS PRICE to MARY AVEALS 17 May 1780. Bsdm Lucius Price and
Isham Aveals.
MILES LANGLEY to ANN CLARK 21 Sep 1782. Bsdm Miles Langley and
James Lockhart.
BRYANT LEE to ELIZABETH FAULK 3 Feb 1784. Bsdm Bryant Lee and
Elisha Woodard.
JAMES LEE, JR. to ANN INGRAM 20 Sep 1785. Bsdm James Lee, Jr and
William Ballenger.
WILLIAM LEE to MILLEY NARON 3 Feb 1784. Bsdm William Lee and
Richard Price.
BENJAMIN TAYLOR to ALSEY PRITCHET 27 Feb 1787. Bsdm Benjamin Taylor
and David Bull.
ROBERT JOHNSON to ANN GARRALD 26 Mar 1785. Bsdm Robert Johnson and
William Johnson.
JOHN EDWARDS to SARAH ONEAL 27 Nov 1787. Bsdm John Edwards and
Benjamin Oneal.
THOMAS JOINER to MARY HINNIARD 8 Mar 1786. Bsdm Thomas Joiner and
Amos Atkerson.
JOHN KEARNI to ELIZABETH WHITTINGTON 25 Jul 1783. Bsdm John Kearni
and Aaron Vinson.
ALEXANDER GRAY to ANN LIGHTFOOT 10 Feb 1783. Bsdm Alexander Gray
and Joseph Boon.
JOHN EARP to LUCRETTIA CASSE 27 Sep 1787. Bsdm William Casse.
REUBEN BARBER to EDY SPIGHTS 8 Apr 1783. Bsdm Reuben Barber.
GEORGE BARBER to NANCY JOHNSON 5 Jan 1788. Bsdm George Barber and
Reuben Barber.